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Planetesimal formation

Planet formation appears commonplace in the Universe. How-
ever, the road from dust grains to planets is rocky. While small
dust grains (. cm) can grow by sticking and large planetesimals
(& km) can grow by gravitational attraction; the growth from peb-
bles to planetesimals is plagued by a number of barriers. These
include fragmentation, bouncing, turbulence, and radial drift. One
way to overcome these difficulties is to invoke the collective, self-
gravitational collapse of a dense population of dust particles. This
requires a local dust-to-gas density ratio of order unity. Can this
can be realized through dust settling in turbulent protoplanetary
disks?

ρdust ∼ 0.01ρgas ρdust ∼ ρgas

initially for planetesimal formation

How?

Dust particles easily settle in laminar disks

I Dust particles sediment due to vertical stellar gravity and gas drag

Vertical shear instability

I The rotation rate Ω in protoplanetary disks is height-dependent
I ∂zΩ 6= 0 and rapid cooling⇒ instability

I VSI induces large-scale vertical motions in gas

Ω = ΩKep(R) + Ωcorr(R, z)

Can dust particles still sediment?

Turbulence can stir up dust
Moderately turbulent disk

Strongly turbulent disk

I Fixed radial temperature gradient q ≡ −d ln c2
s/d ln r

I 100µm particles, Mdust = 0.01Mgas

Larger particles settle further
300µm 1mm

I Larger particles settle faster — before they get stirred by turbulence

More particles settle better

Mdust = 0.1Mgas

I More dust makes the system heavier — particles sink more easily
I Dense particle layer is self-stabilized against the VSI

I Larger solid abundance leads to thinner dust layers

Routes to dust settling

dust settles

heavier disk

reduce turbulence

increase particle size decrease vertical shear

increase dust mass/decrease gas mass

particle-gas coupling weakens instability

I Dust rings should be thinner than dust gaps

Summary

I Dust layer thickness depends on solid abundance
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